The holographic quantum entanglement entropy for an infinite strip region of the boundary for the field theory dual to charged black holes in AdS 3+1 is investigated. In this framework we elucidate the low and high temperature behavior of the entanglement entropy pertaining to various limits of the black hole charge. In the low temperature regime we establish a first law of entanglement thermodynamics for the boundary field theory. *
Introduction
Quantum correlations play an important role in studying various aspects of many-body physics pertaining to condensed matter systems, statistical mechanics, quantum information and quantum gravity. In this regard, entanglement entropy is a crucial quantity which provides a measure for quantum correlations in a bipartite quantum system. Such a system is described as the union of a subsystem A that is being studied and which is correlated with the rest of the system described by its complement A c . For this system the full Hilbert space H may be expressed as a tensor product of the Hilbert spaces of A and A c as H = H A ⊗ H Ac . At zero temperature, the whole system can be represented by a pure state |ψ ǫ H, with the density matrix given by ρ = |ψ ψ|. However, if the subsystems A and A c are entangled then the full state |ψ cannot be expressed as a tensor product of any two states of the subsystems i.e |ψ = |φ A ⊗ |λ Ac where, |φ A and |λ Ac are states in the bases of A and A c respectively. This naturally also implies that the density matrix (ρ) of the full system cannot be expressed as the tensor product of ρ A and ρ Ac i.e. ρ = ρ A ⊗ ρ Ac . The reduced density matrix (ρ A ) for the subsystem A is obtained via tracing ρ over the degrees of freedom of A c giving ρ A = T r Ac ρ and the entanglement entropy of the subsystem A is defined as the corresponding Von Neumann entropy, S A = −T r A (ρ A log ρ A ). Entanglement entropy is know to have several important properties such as the strong subadditivity condition for two different regions A 1 and A 2 of a quantum system (S A 1 + S A 2 ≥ S A 1 ∪A 2 + S A 1 ∩A 2 ) [1] .
To obtain the entanglement entropy for 1+1 dimensional conformal field theories (CF T 1+1 ), a method was developed by Calabrese and Cardy using what is known as the replica trick. They showed that the entanglement entropy for a CF T 1+1 exhibits an universal logarithmic behavior [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . The forementioned authors further developed techniques to study quantum entanglement of CF T 1+1 in various static as well as dynamic scenarios [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . However, very little is known about CFTs in higher dimensions, where, only the case of quasi free fermions and bosons has been studied rigorously in [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
Further insight into the entanglement entropy for quantum field theories was facilitated through the AdS/CF T correspondence which relates (d)-dimensional strongly coupled boundary quantum field theory at its conformal fixed point in a large N limit, to a theory of weakly coupled gravity in (d + 1)-dimensional bulk space-time [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Using this correspondence, Ryu and Takyanagi proposed a conjecture to holographically evaluate the entanglement entropy of a (d)-dimensional quantum field theory [24, 25] which was later generalized for time dependent backgrounds by Hubeny-Rangamani-Takayanagi (HRT) in [26] . This holographic prescription for obtaining the entanglement entropy S A for a region A (enclosed by the boundary ∂A) in the (d)-dimensional boundary field theory involves the computation of the area of the extremal surface (denoted by γ A ) extending from the boundary ∂A of the region A into the (d + 1)-dimensional bulk such that S A is given by
where
is the gravitational constant of the bulk [27] . Besides this, they correctly reproduced the logarithmic behavior of the entanglement entropy for a (1 + 1)-dimensional boundary CF T in AdS 2+1 /CF T 1+1 and also confirmed the validity of the strong subadditivity inequalities in holographic CFTs [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] . One of the several applications of the conjecture involves the study of the entanglement entropy for a boundary CF T at finite temperature which is dual to a AdS-Schwarzschild black hole in the bulk [34] [35] [36] [37] . The results of which were subsequently used to study the low and the high temperature behavior of the entanglement entropy. This in turn led to the proposal of an analogous "First law of thermodynamics" like relation for the entanglement entropy by the authors in [38, 39] .
Another class of boundary field theories that have been studied using the Ryu and Takyanagi conjecture are those which are dual to charged AdS black holes in the bulk [36, [40] [41] [42] [43] . In particular, the authors in [40] have studied the entanglement entropy for the boundary field theory dual to a Reissner-Nordstrom-AdS black hole in (d + 1)-dimensional AdS spacetime. For such a boundary field theory at finite temperature and charge density, the issue of entanglement thermodynamics was also addressed in [44] [45] [46] . However, a complete description of the temperature and charge dependence of the entanglement entropy in this case remains to be studied. In this article using the framework of [37] , we comprehensively investigate the temperature and charge dependence of the entanglement entropy for a strip like region in the boundary field theory which is dual to RN black holes in AdS 4 /CF T 3 setup. Furthermore, we also explore the issue of entanglement thermodynamics pertaining to such strongly coupled boundary field theories. This article is organized as follows. In section 1, we review the Ryu-Takyanagi conjucture and describe the setup for computing the holographic entanglement entropy for boundary field theory dual to planar uncharged black holes. In section 2, we state the holographic prescription for computing the entanglement entropy for boundary field theories dual to charged ReissnerNordstrom black holes in a AdS 4 /CF T 3 scenario. In section 3, we compute the entanglement entropy for boundary field theory dual to extremal and non-extremal charged black holes in the small charge regime and obtain the "First law of entanglement thermodynamics" at low temperatures. In the same section, we also study the low and high temperature behavior of entanglement entropy in the small charge regime for the case of non-extremal black holes in the AdS 4 bulk spacetime. In section 4, we present the entanglement entropy for boundary field theory dual to extremal and non-extremal charged black holes in the large charge regime. Finally in section 5, we summarize out results and findings.
Review of holographic entanglement entropy for uncharged planar black holes
In this section, we review the method adopted in [37] for the computation of finite temperature entanglement entropy for a boundary field theory dual to a AdS-Schwarzschild black hole in the AdS 3+1 bulk space time, and also describe its high and low temperature behavior. For our purpose, we will consider a AdS 4 /CF T 3 scenario with restriction to the Poincaré patch of AdS 4 . The boundary conformal field theory considered is partitioned into a subsystem (A) which is geometrically a long strip and is entangled with the rest of the system as shown in the fig. (1). In Poincaré coordinates, the metric for a black hole with a planar horizon in AdS 3+1 spacetime is given as
where R is the AdS length scale which is later set to 1 and the components of the vector x corresponds to {x, y}. In the boundary field theory we have chosen the subsystem (A) as a long strip defined by
as shown in fig.(1) . The area of the surface anchored on the boundary of the subsystem (A) may be then expressed as
here, r c is the constant of integration and represents the turning point of the extremal surface in the higher dimensional AdS 4 bulk spacetime. This quantity r c is obtained by inverting the equation of motion
From eq.(3) it may be seen that the area integral is divergent as, r → ∞ and has to be regularized by introducing an infrared cutoff (r b ) in the bulk AdS spacetime. The holographic dictionary relates the UV cutoff of the boundary field theory(a) to bulk IR cutoff and these are inversely related through the AdS length scale R as, r b = R 2 a . Furthermore, the finite part of entanglement entropy can then be used to study the high and low temperature behavior of entanglement entropy for the boundary field theory which is dual to Schwarzschild-AdS planar black hole as covered in [37] 
The integrals mentioned in equations (3) and (4) have no known analytic solutions and several approximation techniques have been used to study these. However, these methods were mostly valid for the low temperature regime. In [37] , the authors have used a novel expansion technique to compute the area integral eq.(3) order by order for both the low and high temperature regimes. In this article, we will also incorporate this method to obtain an analytic expression for the entanglement entropy of the boundary field theory dual to a bulk Reissner-Nordstrom-AdS black hole. Note that the low temperature limit of the boundary field theory corresponds to a black hole with small horizon radius which implies the limit, r h ≪ r c . In this limit the authors in [37] showed that the leading contribution to the entanglement entropy S A arises from S AdS A which is the entanglement entropy of the subsystem (A) of the boundary field theory dual to the pure AdS 3+1 bulk. The explicit form of S A in the low temperature approximation can be written down as follows
The low temperature behavior for Schwarzschild case was also studied in [38] , where the authors derive a first law like relation for the dual boundary field theory which is also known as "First law of entanglement thermodynamics". This law states that for a subsystem A of the boundary field theory, the difference between the entanglement entropy of an excited state at a small non-zero temperature and the zero-temperature ground state (∆S A = S
is proportional to the change in the internal energy (∆E A ) of the subsystem (A) as
The proportionality constant T ent is known as entanglement temperature and was shown to be inversely related to the subsystem length (l) as (T ent = c l −1 ) On the other hand in [37] , the high temperature behavior (corresponding to the limit, r h → r c ) of the entanglement entropy was shown to follow the form given below
The first term in the above expression for S A corresponds to the extensive thermal entropy of the subsystem (A) as it scales with the area of the subsystem in the (2+1)-dimensional conformal boundary and as volume in higher dimensions. The ǫ corrections decrease exponentially with temperature and they scale as the length of the boundary of subsystem (A) and therefore correspond to entanglement between subsystem (A) and the rest of the system.
Entanglement entropy of charged planar black holes
In this section, using the Ryu-Takyanagi prescription we establish the framework for computing the entanglement entropy of a strip like region (referred to as subsystem (A)) in the boundary field theory which is dual to RN black holes in AdS 4 /CF T 3 setup 1 . The metric of Reissner Nordstrom black hole in AdS 4 spacetime with a planar horizon is given as
where 'R' is the AdS length scale which we set to 1 (R=1). The Hawking-temperature of planar RN black hole in AdS 4 may be expressed as
Now using equations (4) and (3) with the lapse function (f (r)) and metric given by eq. (9) and eq.(10) and the length and the area integral for the subsystem (A) of the boundary field theory dual to RN black hole in AdS 4 spacetime may be expressed as
The equations (12) and (13) may then be used to determine analytically the entanglement entropy of the subsystem (A) of the (2 + 1)-dimensional boundary field theory. It may be seen from eq.(12) the subsystem length l can be obtained as a function of r c . We then invert the relation between l and r c to obtain r c as a function of subsystem length l and substitute it in expression for the area of the extremal surface given by the eq. (13) . This procedure determines the form of area of the extremal surface solely in terms of the subsystem length l, the black hole charge Q and the black hole mass M . However, it is to be noted that in the bulk theory there are only two parameters namely the charge Q and the mass M of the black hole which are related to each other by the radius of horizon (r h ) of the black hole as follows
The condition f (r h ) = 0, implies that the lapse function vanishes at the horizon (r = r h ). Then using the relation in eq. (14) we re-express the lapse function (f (r)) in terms of the radius of horizon r h and the charge Q of the black hole as follows
Thus with this reparametrization of the lapse function f (r) it can be said that the bulk theory is now characterized effectively by the charge Q and the radius of horizon r h . Next, in order to evaluate the integrals we make a change of variable from r to u = rc r in expressions of subsystem length l and area A given by eq. (12) and eq. (13) 
The expression for subsystem length l and extremal area A given by eq.(16) and eq.(17) can then be used to compute the entanglement entropy for the subsystem A and study its behavior with temperature and charge of the RN black hole which we will address in later sections. Furthermore note that for a boundary field theory dual to a charged black hole in the bulk AdS 4 spacetime the state space depends on two parameters namely the temperature T (which is related to radius of horizon r h ) and the charge Q of the black hole. Hence it is necessary to consider the bulk charged RN-AdS black hole in a specific ensemble. Here we choose to work in the canonical ensemble for which the charge Q of the black hole remains fixed. Unlike the case of boundary field theory dual to Schwarzschild black hole in the AdS 4 bulk where the low and high temperature behavior of the entanglement entropy of subsystem A is controlled only by the temperature (T ) of the black hole for the case of the boundary field theory dual to charged black hole it is also dependent on the charge Q. This may be seen from the extremality condition for the RN black holes in the bulk AdS 4 spacetime obtained from eq. (11) as
Here the equality is satisfied when the black hole is at zero temperature (i.e extremal) and the inequality refers to a non zero temperature for the charged AdS black hole. Therefore the second factor in the expression for the temperature given by eq.(11) decides whether the black hole is close to extremality or not ( alternatively at low or high temperatures). Hence this factor appears recurrently in our calculations for the finite temperature entanglement entropy as will be shown in the later sections. It is also to be noted that for the case of boundary field theory dual to charged black holes the zero temperature ground state is dual to extremal black holes. Thus in order to obtain a "first law of entanglement thermodynamics" we also investigate the entanglement entropy of the boundary field theory dual to extremal charged AdS black holes.
From the inequality in eq. (18), it may be observed that the horizon radius (r h ) is bounded from below by a quantity which proportional to the charge Q of the black hole. Thus the range of possible values for the horizon radius is decided by the value of the charge Q. More precisely, if the charge of the black hole is small then the radius of horizon (r h ) may assume both small (low temperature regime) and large values (high temperature regime). However, if the charge of the black hole is large then r h can only assume large values (only the high temperature regime can be explored). In contrast to the case of non-extremal black holes, the radius of horizon (r h ) for extremal black holes is directly related to the charge Q of the black hole which may be seen from the equality condition in eq. (18) . Thus in the case of extremal black holes which are at zero temperature small or large charge will imply small or large radius of horizon (r h ) respectively. So, in the light of facts mentioned above we will explore the behavior of entanglement entropy in distinct regimes of the value of the charge of the planar RN black hole in the bulkAdS 4 spacetime. To elucidate this further we will first explore the entanglement entropy of the subsystem A of the boundary field theory dual to extremal and the non-extremal charged black holes in the small charge regime and subsequently continue our investigation to the large charge regime.
Small charge regime
In this section we explore the low and high temperature behavior of the entanglement entropy for the boundary subsystem A in the small charge regime for the non-extremal RN black holes in AdS 4 bulk spacetime. However for the boundary field theory dual to charged black holes the ground state is dual to the "extremal charged black hole" as mentioned earlier. So, in the small charge regime we also study the entanglement entropy of the subsystem A for the boundary field theory dual to the extremal charged black holes. At low temperatures we show that it is possible to obtain a first law like relation for the boundary field theory dual to RN black holes in AdS 4 bulk considering the extremal black hole as the ground state.
Extremal black hole (Zero temperature)
The gauge/gravity duality says that for boundary field theories dual to charged black holes in the AdS bulk spacetime the ground state corresponds to "extremal black holes". Thus here we address the computation of entanglement entropy for the subsystem A of the boundary field theory dual to extremal extremal black holes in AdS 4 bulk spacetime. As pointed out earlier through eq. (11) that by solving T = 0, the horizon radius for extremal black holes may be obtained as
Thus in the case of extremal black holes the small charge limit also means small horizon radius (l
≤ lr h << 1). If we substitute the extremality condition (19) in the expression for the lapse function given by eq.(15) then for the extremal black holes f (r) assumes the following form
With the above form of the lapse function the integral for the subsystem length l and the extremal area A given by equations eq. (16) 
As the horizon radius (r h ) is small, the black hole remains deep inside the bulk and therefore far away from the extremal surface i.e r h << r c . Thus in this limit, we may Taylor expand the quantity f (u) −1/2 around r h rc = 0 and keep the non-vanishing terms up to O[(
Using this approximation we evaluate the integral in eq. (21) to be as follows
The relation in eq. (24) can be inverted to obtained r c in terms of boundary subsystem length l as follows
Solving the above equation perturbatively in terms of (r h l) we obtain
Similarly, for obtaining an analytic expression for the extremal area we use the same approximated form of the quantity f (u) −1/2 from eq.(23) in eq. (22) to obtain following form for the extremal area
From the expression of A in eq. (27) it is observed that the first term is same as the pure AdS and is divergent. Therefore, we include the UV cutoff 1/r b in the integral for A and add a counter term (−2Lr b ) in order to obtain the finite part of the extremal area as
If we substitute for r c from eq. (26)in eq. (28) and keep terms up to O(r 3 h l 3 ) then we get the following approximated form of the finite part of extremal area
Since the renormalized entanglement entropy (S f inite A ) is related to the finite part of the extremal area as
The explicit expression for the entanglement entropy of subsystem A in a boundary theory dual to the extremal black hole in the small charge regime may be written down as follows
For extremal black holes we also have,
which follows from eq. (14) and eq. (19) . Thus replacing r 3 h by M ext (Mass of the extremal black hole) in eq. (31) we obtain following form of renormalized entanglement entropy
where, S AdS A is the entanglement entropy of the subsystem (A) when the bulk theory is pure AdS [37] . We see that when the charge is small, the leading contribution to the entanglement entropy of the subsystem (A) in the boundary field theory dual to the extremal black hole arises from the pure AdS spacetime. We will see in later subsections how this sub-leading correction term in the above equation becomes important in defining the first law like relation.
Non-extremal charged black hole (low temperature)
We now consider the subsystem A of the boundary field theory dual to a non-extremal charged black hole in AdS 4 with a small charge and at a low temperature. It is observed from the extremality bound in eq. (18) that when the temperature and the charge both are small, the horizon radius is small. This implies that Q/r 2 h ∼ 1 and r h is small such that, r h << r c is satisfied. For a non-extremal black hole the form of the lapse function f (u) may be given as
We define a new parameter α = 
Using the approximated form of the lapse function given by eq.(34) in the integral (16) for subsystem length l we obtain
The relation in eq. (35) can be inverted to obtained r c in terms of boundary subsystem length l which is then solved perturbatively in terms of (r h l) to obtain the relation between r c and l as follows
Similarly, Using the approximated form of the lapse function given by eq.(34)in eq. (16) 
The first term in the integral given in eq.(37) for extremal area is divergent and is same as the entanglement entropy of subsystem A of the boundary field theory dual to bulk AdS 4 space time. Therefore, regularizing the integral for A in the same way as done for the extremal black hole case in the previous subsection, we obtain the finite part of the extremal area as
Substituting the expression for r c from eq.(36) in eq. (38) and keeping terms up to O(r 3 h ) the finite part of the extremal area and the entanglement entropy may be written down as
For non-extremal RN black holes in AdS 4 we also have a constraint relation between radius of horizon (r h ), black hole charge (Q) and mass (M ) which follows from eq. (14) as
Using the constraint relation given by eq.(41) in the expression of entanglement entropy in eq.(40) we obtain
We see that when charge and temperature both are small, the leading contribution in the entanglement entropy for the case of non-extremal black holes comes from AdS just like for the case of extremal black holes.
Entanglement thermodynamics of charged black holes
From AdS/CF T correspondence it may be observed that when there is a Reissner-Nordstrom black hole present in the bulk then one has to consider extremal black hole as dual to the ground state (zero temperature state) of the boundary field theory. Thus in order to obtain the "first law of entanglement thermodynamics" we subtract eq.(32) from eq.(42) to obtain
where,
here, T ent is known as the entanglement temperature which matches with the Schwarzschild case and T tt is the time component of the stress-energy tensor of boundary field theory which can be calculated using the prescription given in [47] . This kind of first law of entanglement thermodynamics for boundary field theories dual to charged black holes in the bulk was also derived in [44] . There the authors have considered the grand canonical ensemble with the pure AdS as the ground-state. This differs from our results as we have considered the canonical ensemble for which the ground state of the boundary field theory is dual to the extremal AdS black hole in the bulk. Furthermore, the first law like relation given by eq. (43) for the entanglement entropy may be extended to include a work term due to pressure and volume as studied in [39] . However, here we are only interested in studying the dependence of the quantity ∆S A on the quantity ∆E A as studied in [38] .
In [44] authors also brought out the deeper aspects of the above relation by establishing its connection with the modular Hamiltonian, relative entropy and hence, to the famous Bekenstein bound. The relative entropy is defined as the stastical measure of the distance between two different states in the Hilbert space. If the density matrices corresponding to the two states are denoted by ρ 1 and ρ 0 , then the relative entropy is given by
The relative entropy is known to be always positive S(ρ 1 |ρ 0 ) ≥ 0 and is zero only when the two states considered are the same (ρ 1 = ρ 0 ). On the otherhand, the modular Hamiltonian is defined as the logarithm of the density matrix i.e
where, the denominator is for the purpose of normalization (T r(ρ 0 ) = 1). These two quantities, the relative entropy and the modular Hamiltonian are related by
where, ∆S = T r(ρ 1 log
From eq.(49), the authors argued that the positivity of relative entropy implies the following bound on the modular Hamiltonian ∆ H ≥ ∆S.
For the case of a spherical entangling surface as considered in [44] and in a handful other cases, the modular Hamiltonian is well known. The authors therefore, showed that the "first law of entanglement thermodynamics" essentially means that the above bound is saturated to the leading order. The reason for this is as follows. If one assumes the relative entropy to be a smooth function, then from eq.(49) one can see that as the two states considered approach each other the relative entropy goes to zero. Therefore, one expects the bound in eq.(51) to be saturated up to the leading order, and the higher order corrections to be negative. Unfortunately, the modular Hamiltonian is not known for an infinte strip like subsystem that we have considered. Therefore, we can not comment on the connection between the bound in eq.(51) and the relation we derived in eq. (43) . We can only guess that the change in modular Hamiltonian might be of the form given in eq. (45), if at all the bound is saturated.
Non-extremal charged black hole (high temperature)
In this section we explore the high temperature behavior of the entanglement entropy when the black hole in the bulk has a small charge. From the extremality bound it may be observed that when the temperature is high and the charge is small, the horizon radius is very large (r h l >> 1). As a result the quantity Q √ 3r 2 h << 1. We will call this quantity δ = Q √ 3r 2 h and Taylor expand
Using the approximated form of the lapse function given by eq.(52) in the integrals in eq.(16) and eq. (17) for subsystem length l and the extremal surface area A we obtain
As observed in [36] that the extremal surface can never penetrate the horizon in a static asymptomatically AdS black hole which implies that r c is always greater than r h . As the horizon radius is large for the case being studied, r h approaches very close to the extremal surface, r h ∼ r c . Thus assuming r c = r h (1 + ǫ), the simplified form for the boundary subsystem length (l) and the finite part of the extremal area from eq.(53) and eq.(54) respectively can be written down as an expansion in ǫ as follows
here the explicit expressions for the coefficients c 1 , c 2 and k i {i = 1, · · · , 5} may be found in the Appendix-A where we have also discussed the steps involved in computing the integrals in eq.(53) and eq.(54) for the boundary subsystem length (l) and finite part of the extremal area A f inite . Therefore following eq.(55) and eq.(56) the renormalized entanglement entropy(S
) of non-extremal black hole at high temperature in the small charge regime may be written down as follows
here, the term S BH = r 2 h 4G N corresponds to the entropy density of the planar black hole. We observe that the first term in the eq.(57) scales with the area of the subsystem in the 2+1 dimensional boundary CFT and increases with the temperature. Therefore we deduce that it corresponds to the thermal part. The second and subsequent terms are proportional to the length of the boundary separating the subsystem (A) and its complement. Hence they contain the information about the entanglement at high temperatures. The ǫ corrections decay exponentially with the temperature just as they did for the Schwarzschild case, except that there is a small δ 2 term due to the presence of the charge.
Large charge regime
In this section we explore the behavior of the entanglement entropy in the large charge regime of the AdS black hole in the bulk. The extremality bound given in (18) shows that when the charge is large the horizon radius is also large i.e. (r h l >> 1). So we evaluate the leading contribution to the extremal surface area by expanding the lapse function f (u) around u 0 = rc r h , which in terms of the r coordinates indicates a near horizon expansion. A similar expansion was also used to evaluate the entanglement entropy for charged AdS black holes in [40] .
Extremal black hole
In this context we first evaluate the entanglement entropy for the extremal black hole in the large charge regime. In order for the near horizon expansion mentioned above to hold, it is necessary to show that the term u − u 0 is small, so that the higher order terms can be neglected. Notice that in the area integral the variable u goes from 
Using the approximated form for the lapse function given by eq.(60) in the integral in eq. (16) for the subsystem length l, we obtain
As the horizon radius is very large the turning point is at an arbitrarily close distance to the horizon i.e r c = r h (1 + ǫ). The integral above is then performed as an expansion in ǫ. The details of the computation of the integral above are given in Appendix-B. The final result of this integral up to the leading order given in eq. (92) is as follows
The expression for constant k l in the above equation is given in Appendix-B. Using the approximated form of the lapse function given by eq.(60) in the integral in eq. (17) for extremal surface area A, we obtain
The area integral is divergent. It is regularized and the finite part is computed as an expansion in ǫ. The details of the computation are in Appendix-B. We state the end result which is the finite part of the extremal area given in eq.(105) 
Therefore the renormalized entanglement entropy of the boundary field theory dual to the extremal charged black hole in the large charge regime is given by
The first term in the above equation scales with the area of the subsystem and is extensive. Since the black hole is at zero temperature the entire contribution comes from the charge. The ǫ corrections do not decrease exponentially with the charge in this case but in a power law form as given by eq.(65) .
Non-extremal black hole
In this section we explore the entanglement entropy of the boundary CFT for the large charge regime of the non-extremal charged black hole. The extremality condition sets a bound on the horizon radius [r h > √ Q 3 1 4 ]. Hence in this regime for large charge this leads to a large horizon radius (r h l >> 1). The argument for the large charge regime of the extremal black hole in the previous section remains valid also for the non extremal case being considered here. Therefore we employ the same technique of the near horizon expansion for f (u) around u 0 = rc r h and extract the leading contribution to the area integral. The lapse function in this case is given as
Note that the prefactor appearing in the above equation is the same as that which occurs in the expression for the temperature and is denoted as δ = (3 −
). When we have δ → 0 the temperature is low and when δ → 3 temperature is high. Using the approximated form of the lapse function given by eq.(68) in the integral in eq. (16) for subsystem length l, we obtain l = 2
Using the expansion given in eq.(76) with x = r h rc u, the integral can be evaluated
The series in the above equation goes as ∼ x n n and therefore diverges as r c → r h . We isolate the divergent term. As the horizon radius is large due to the large charge regime, we set r c = r h (1 + ǫ) and expand in ǫ to extract the leading term. We start with
where the constants ε ent and k are given by
Now using the approximated form of the lapse function given by eq.(68) in the integral in eq. (17) for the extremal surface area A, we obtain The area
The area integral above is divergent. The details of the regularization and the computation are presented in Appendix-C. The final result is the finite part of the extremal area is given by eq.(121) which we reproduce here
where K ′ 1 and K ′ 2 are constants given in Appendix-C. The renormalized entanglement entropy (S f inite A = A f inite 4G ) for the non-extremal black hole in the large charge regime, therefore comes out to be as follows
The first term scales with the area of the subsystem and is extensive. δ < 3 as the quantity
h is always positive. Therefore ǫ corrections are high when the temperature is low and they decay exponentially with temperature when the temperature is high.
Summary and Conclusions
In summary we have studied the entanglement entropy of a strip like region denoted by the subsystem A for the boundary conformal field theory dual to bulk charged black holes in an AdS 4 /CF T 3 scenario. We have mainly focused on two aspects of the holographic entanglement entropy. First is the behavior of the entanglement entropy with the charge of the AdS black hole and second its temperature dependence. For this we have obtained an analytic expression for the holographic entanglement entropy using the analytic techniques adopted in [37] . In the small charge regime we have obtained the low and high temperature behavior of the holographic entanglement entropy for the boundary conformal field theory in the case of a bulk charged Reissner-Nordstrom black hole in an AdS 4 spacetime. As stated earlier the zero temperature ground state of the boundary field theory in this case corresponds to the extremal RN-AdS black hole in the bulk. In this context we have obtained the "First law of entanglement thermodynamics" for the small charge and low temperature regime in the canonical ensemble. This is in contrast to the work in [44] where the first law of entanglement thermodynamics was also derived for the boundary field theory dual to charged black holes in the bulk in the grand canonical ensemble with the pure AdS spacetime dual to the ground state. We have also studied the holographic entanglement entropy in the large charge regime for both non-extremal and extremal charged black holes in the AdS 4 bulk spacetime. Specifically, the large charge of the black hole in the bulk forces the boundary field theory to have a high temperature in the case of non-extremal black hole whereas, in the case of extremal black hole the large charge implies a large horizon radius . We also establish that at high temperatures the holographic entanglement entropy shows a characteristic exponential dependence on the temperature T and the extremality parameter δ = Q/ √ 3r 2 h both in the small and the large charge regimes. This exponential dependence of holographic entanglement entropy on temperature was also established in [37] for the case of Schwarzschild black hole in the the AdS bulk spacetime. Thus it is important to note that the observations made here provide a deeper understanding of entanglement and related phenomena in strongly coupled boundary conformal field theories at finite temperature and charge density.
Our work leads to extremely interesting future directions for investigations. One of the possible avenues for this is to to investigate the holographic entanglement entropy for the boundary field theories dual to rotating and charged rotating black holes in four or higher dimensions in the bulk. It would be also interesting to extend the analytic approach adopted here for the case of boundary field theories dual to charged "Gauss-Bonnet" black holes or the R-charged black holes [48] in the bulk and study the temperature dependence of holographic entanglement entropy.
here eq.(77) corresponds to the integral representation of the beta function. With the help of above identities the integral for the boundary subsystem length given in eq.(53) may be obtained as follows
In the above expression for subsystem length l the first series goes as ∼ x n n for large n and the other two series go as ∼ x n . Isolating the divergent terms, we see that the divergences of the last two series cancel each other giving us
For brevity the expression for boundary subsystem length obtained in the above equation may be written down as follows
here the coefficients c 1 and c 2 have following forms
From the integral given in eq.(54) for the extremal area one can see that only the first term corresponds to the Pure AdS part with divergence thus following [37] we may write the finite part of the extremal area as
Once again using the identities in eq.(76) and eq.(77) the above integral reduces to following form
Using the identity Γ(n + 1) = nΓ(n) in the above equation we obtain
We see that we can now use eq.(78) to simplify the above equation as
It may be observed that the first series in the above equation goes as ∼ x n n 2 for large n, where as the last two go as ∼ 
After substituting r c = r h (1+ǫ) in the above expression for the extremal area and expanding up to O[ǫ] its explicit form may be written down as follows
here the coefficients, k i {i = 1, · · · , 5} are given by following expressions
.
Appendix B Extremal black holes (Large charge regime)
In this appendix, we compute the integral for subsystem length and area of the extremal surface given by eq.(61) and eq.(63) respectively. As already discussed in section 4.4, r c will always remain greater than r h and r h rc u < 1. We use the binomial expansion of (1 − r h rc u) −1 in the integral given in eq.(61) to get the following expression
We see that the series goes like ∼ x n √ n for large n and diverges as r c → r h . So we isolate the divergent term.
where Li is the polylog function. We use r c = r h (1 + ǫ) and implement an expansion in ǫ and retain the leading term which leads to the following expression
Where ζ(x) is the Riemman Zeta function. The above equation is written for brevity as follows
The constant k l in the above equation is given by the following expression
Having obtained the integral for subsystem length, we go on to evaluate the integral for area given in eq.(63). We expand(1 − r h rc u) −1 in the integral binomially and use the identity in eq.(77) to obtain
The terms corresponding to n = 0 and n = 1 in the above equation seem to be divergent. Both of them can be handled by introducing a cut-off (r b ). Finite part of the n = 0 term is given by
The term corresponding to n = 1 in eq. (93) is
We see that k = 0 term has to be regulated.
We know that r c ∼ r h and r h is large. Since r c and r b both are large, the quantity − log[
] ∼ 0. Therefore this term can be ignored.
Substituting the finite parts of n = 0 and n = 1 terms given by eq.(94) and eq.(99) in eq.(93) we get the finite part of the area of extremal surface
The series in the above expression goes as ∼ x n √ n for large n and diverges as r c → r h . This can be slightly re-arranged using the identity Γ(n + 1) = nΓ(n) to avoid divergence and get the leading contribution.
We can now use eq.(89) for the first term in the series of the above equation and this gives us
The series is now convergent as it goes as ∼ x n n √ n for large n. So the leading term is given by just putting r c = r h
where, .
To find the sub-leading term we put r c = r h (1 + ǫ) and expand the finite part of the area in ǫ, keeping the terms up to O [ǫ] . Even though the series in eq. (102) is finite at the leading order, it is divergent at the sub-leading order in ǫ. This is because the series in eq. (102) 
We see that terms corresponding to n = 0 and n = 1 are divergent. We isolate the divergences of these terms and regulate them with the cutoff (r b ). First the n = 0 term
Divergence is in the term corresponding to k = 0 and has to be regulated with a cutoff r b .
The finite part of the above expression is given by
Now consider the term corresponding to n=1 in eq.(106) Just like large charge case of extremal black hole, the quantity log[
rc ] ∼ 0. This is because both r b and r c are both large. Therefore we ignore it.
Substituting the finite parts of the terms corresponding to n = 0 and n = 1 as given by (109) and eq.(111) in eq.(106) we obtain the finite part of the area to be 
Using Γ(n + 1) = nΓ(n), we can write the above equation as follows 
The series in the above equation goes as ∼ x n n 2 for large n and hence converges as r c → r h . Therefore the leading term can be found just by putting r c = r h .
We saw in Appendix-B that, for such a series one has to check for the convergence order by order in ǫ. The series in eq. (116) 
Now we put r c = r h (1 + ǫ), expand in ǫ and keep the terms up to O[ǫ]. The finite part of the area is given by
with coefficients K ′ 1 and K ′ 2 given by the following expressions 
